
Decipher Your Course Name 

The lis�ngs under My Courses in Blackboard tell you a lot about your course. 

Course Name/Title – ILP4/Fall 2022 and prior: 

The prefix before the �tle (OL-, BL-, LEC-, SV-) tells you whether the course is Online, Blended, Lecture, or 
Synchronous Virtual (online with set mee�ng �mes). 

The course start date is listed at the end of the �tle. If this date differs from the start date inside the 
course ID (see below), the start date at the end of the �tle is correct. 

Examples: 

Course Name/Title – ILP5/Spring 2023 and forward: 

Star�ng January 2023, the course name shows more informa�on, including the actual delivery method (not 
just a category), the start AND end dates, and the sec�on number.  In this example we see an online lecture 
Principles of Financial Acct. class, sec�on TD009, star�ng on 3/20/23 and ending on 5/12/23 

OLL.Principles of Financial Acct..2023-03-20.2023-05-12.TD009 

Delivery method �tle start date end date sec�on number 

Click either SHOW or HIDE to toggle a list of all delivery method 
definitions: 

Decipher Your Course ID 

The course ID shows not only the alphanumeric of the course, but also, the course start date and a 6-digit ID 
number you can use to uniquely iden�fy a course. For example, this ACCT2301 class that starts on 8/24/20: 

ACCT2301.20200824.605214 

Decipher Your Course Name 

The listings under My Courses in Blackboard tell you a lot about your course. 

Course Name/Title – ILP4/Fall 2022 and prior: 

The prefix before the title (OL-, BL-, LEC-, SV-) tells you whether the course is Online, Blended, Lecture, or 
Synchronous Virtual (online with set meeting times). 

The course start date is listed at the end of the title. If this date differs from the start date inside the 
course ID (see below), the start date at the end of the title is correct. 

Examples: 

Course Name/Title – ILP5/Spring 2023 and forward: 

Starting January 2023, the course name shows more information, including the actual delivery method (not 
just a category), the start AND end dates, and the section number.  In this example we see an online lecture 
Principles of Financial Acct. class, section TD009, starting on 3/20/23 and ending on 5/12/23 

OLL.Principles of Financial Acct..2023-03-20.2023-05-12.TD009 

Delivery method title start date end date section number 

Click either SHOW or HIDE to toggle a list of all delivery method 
definitions:
CBL = competency-based lecture (only in Blackboard if dual credit) 
CLN = clinical 
COP = cooperative 
INT = internship 
LAB = laboratory 
LEC = lecture 
OBC = online blended clinical 
OBI = online blended internship 
OBL = online blended lecture 
OBP = online blended practicum 
OBX = online blended lab 



 

Alphanumeric start date (yyyymmdd) ID* 

Use the 6-digit ID number to find out more about a class on our Online Course Schedule. 
Select the start date from the drop-down menu: 

 

 
 

Locate the ID(s). (Hint: Use Ctrl F and enter the ID in the search box.) 
 

 

The course sec�on number gives you more informa�on. A sec�on number star�ng with TD indicates that the 
course is online, and a sec�on number star�ng with TM indicates that the course is blended, with the lecture 
por�on mee�ng on central campus in Killeen. You can hover over any sec�on number that appears in bold to 
see the loca�on where the class meets. There is also a legend at the bo�om of the schedule explaining all of 
the sec�on number prefixes. 

Note the addi�onal informa�on a�er the course �tle, specifying if the class is self-paced, synchronous virtual, 
blended, or a regular non-self-paced online class (ex, ECON2301 TD001 above). 

Note the class lengths: ANTH2351-TD002 is 8 weeks long, while ANTH2351-TM001 is 16 weeks long.  

Note the OER column: ANTH2346-TD001 is not an OER class, while ANTH2351-TD002 is an OER class. 
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 OCO = online cooperative 
 OLC = online clinical 
 OLI = online internship 
 OLL = online lecture 
 OLLX = online lab 
 OLP = online practicum 
 OSL = online self-paced lecture 
 OSLX = online self-paced lab 
 PRA = practicum 
 SVBL = synchronous virtual blended 
 SVI = synchronous virtual internship 
 SVL = synchronous virtual lecture 
 SVX = synchronous virtual lab 
 VIC = video conference lecture 
 VICBL = video conference blended lecture 
 VICBX = video conference blended lab 
 VICX = video conference lab 
 

 
 
Decipher Your Course ID 
 
The course ID shows not only the alphanumeric of the course, but also, the course start date and a 6-digit ID 
number you can use to uniquely identify a course. For example, this ACCT2301 class that starts on 8/24/20: 

ACCT2301.20200824.605214 
 

Alphanumeric start date (yyyymmdd) ID* 

Use the 6-digit ID number to find out more about a class on our Online Course Schedule. 
Select the start date from the drop-down menu: 

 

 
 

Locate the ID(s). (Hint: Use Ctrl F and enter the ID in the search box.) 
 



 

The course section number gives you more information. A section number starting with TD indicates that the 
course is online, and a section number starting with TM indicates that the course is blended, with the lecture 
portion meeting on central campus in Killeen. You can hover over any section number that appears in bold to 
see the location where the class meets. There is also a legend at the bottom of the schedule explaining all of 
the section number prefixes. 

Note the additional information after the course title, specifying if the class is self-paced, synchronous virtual, 
blended, or a regular non-self-paced online class (ex, ECON2301 TD001 above). 

Note the class lengths: ANTH2351-TD002 is 8 weeks long, while ANTH2351-TM001 is 16 weeks long.  

Note the OER column: ANTH2346-TD001 is not an OER class, while ANTH2351-TD002 is an OER class. 
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